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A brief description of gardens, farms, community supported agriculture CSA or fishery programs, and urban
agriculture projects where students are able to gain experience in organic agriculture and sustainable food
systems: The student-run club called on students from various programs to help build the garden beds and
plant the vegetables, fruit, and herbs. The Textiles department is preparing their Natural Dye Garden initiative.
With the use of synthetic dyes, the textile industry is one of the largest polluters worldwide. The department
hopes to grow and harvest their own natural dyes with the organic dye garden. By lowering their reliance on
ordering and purchasing dyes from third parties, the Textiles department will reduce their carbon footprint.
The SSUI represents the full-time and part-time students. The SSUI have held sustainability-related campaigns
which include area clean-ups, tree planting, and the promotion of the Zero Waste bins. The website URL
where information about the student-run enterprise s is available: A brief description of the sustainable
investment or finance initiatives: Peter Garforth is an expert in providing context for the importance of energy
planning to corporations, municipalities and academic institutions as they begin to infuse sustainability and
energy into course curriculum and research. Peter is presently working with Sheridan on its year integrated
energy plan. Students and Faculty of all disciplines were encouraged to attend this valuable learning
opportunity to build knowledge and campus leadership in advancing environmental, social and economic
sustainability at Sheridan College. MacKinnon and food justice expert Utcha Sawyers. The event was attended
by faculty, staff, and students. The website URL where information about the event s is available: In
September , ten display windows in a major campus wing were installed with Mission Zero messages and
displays to support the launch of the initiative. The displays incorporated the graphic elements of the Mission
Zero posters and props and objects were incorporated to support the theme. The website URL where
information about the cultural arts event s is available: The website URL where information about the theme is
available: A brief description of program s through which students can learn sustainable life skills: The Office
for Sustainability offers co-op positions to students who will have an opportunity to work on sustainability
issues and initiatives. The website URL where information about the student employment opportuntities is
available: A brief description of graduation pledges through which students pledge to consider social and
environmental responsibility in future job and other decisions: Students on the Zero Waste Volunteer Team
earn a co-curricular record when they volunteer for at least 12 hours a semester. The volunteer description is
as follows: Working in a team, Zero Waste Volunteers increase the awareness of the Zero Waste program
through a variety of activities, including talking to the members of the Sheridan community during busy times
to inform, educate and guide students, faculty and staff on how to sort waste at the Zero Waste stations as well
as providing support for various community events. Training is provided to all Zero Waste Volunteers. The
minimum participation hours is Data source s and notes about the submission This credit spans many
departments at Sheridan. Questions about a specific program identified in this credit can be directed to Anna
Pautler, who will point you to the appropriate person. The information presented here is self-reported.
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His First Speeches in Parliament. The Prince of Wales. He was christened also by the name of Butler, after the
Earl of Lanesborough. Sheridan, and his father, Mr. Thomas Sheridan, have attained a celebrity, independent
of that which he has conferred on them, by the friendship and correspondence with which the former was
honored by Swift, and the competition and even rivalry which the latter so long maintained with Garrick. His
mother, too, was a woman of considerable talents, and affords one of the few instances that have occurred, of a
female indebted for a husband to her literature; as it was a pamphlet she wrote concerning the Dublin theatre
that first attracted to her the notice of Mr. Her affecting novel, Sidney Biddulph, could boast among its warm
panegyrists Mr. Fox and Lord North; and in the Tale of Nourjahad she has employed the graces of Eastern
fiction to inculcate a grave and important moral,â€”putting on a fairy disguise, like her own Mandane, to
deceive her readers into a taste for happiness and virtue. Besides her two plays, The Discovery and The
Dupe,â€”the former of which Garrick pronounced to be "one of the best comedies he ever read,"â€”she wrote
a comedy also, called The Trip to Bath, which was never either acted or published, but which has been
supposed by some of those sagacious persons, who love to look for flaws in the titles of fame, to have passed,
with her other papers, into the possession of her son, and, after a transforming sleep, like that of the chrysalis,
in his hands, to have taken wing at length in the brilliant form of The Rivals. The literary labors of her
husband were less fanciful, but not, perhaps, less useful, and are chiefly upon subjects connected with
education, to the study and profession of which he devoted the latter part of his life. Such dignity, indeed, did
his favorite pursuit assume in his own eyes, that he is represented on the authority, however, of one who was
himself a schoolmaster to have declared, that "he would rather see his two sons at the head of respectable
academies, than one of them prime minister of England, and the other at the head of affairs in Ireland. Samuel
Whyte, of Grafton Street, Dublin,â€”an amiable and respectable man, who, for near fifty years after, continued
at the head of his profession in that metropolis. To remember our school-days with gratitude and pleasure, is a
tribute at once to the zeal and gentleness of our master, which none ever deserved more truly from his pupils
than Mr. Whyte, and which the writer of these pages, who owes to that excellent person all the instructions in
English literature he has ever received, is happy to take this opportunity of paying. Sheridan had lately gone to
reside, and in the year Richard was sent to Harrowâ€”Charles being kept at home as a fitter subject for the
instructions of his father, who, by another of those calculations of poor human foresight, which the deity,
called Eventus by the Romans, takes such wanton pleasure in falsifying, considered his elder son as destined
to be the brighter of the two brother stars. At Harrow, Richard was remarkable only as a very idle, careless,
but, at the same time, engaging boy, who contrived to win the affection, and even admiration of the whole
school, both masters and pupils, by the mere charm of his frank and genial manners, and by the occasional
gleams of superior intellect, which broke through all the indolence and indifference of his character. Harrow,
at this time, possessed some peculiar advantages, of which a youth like Sheridan might have powerfully
availed himself. At the head of the school was Doctor Robert Sumner, a man of fine talents, but,
unfortunately, one of those who have passed away without leaving any trace behind, except in the admiring
recollection of their contemporaries. His taste is said to have been of a purity almost perfect, combining what
are seldom seen together, that critical judgment which is alive to the errors of genius, with the warm
sensibility that deeply feels its beauties. At the same period, the distinguished scholar, Dr. Parr, who, to the
massy erudition of a former age, joined all the free and enlightened intelligence of the present, was one of the
under masters of the school; and both he and Dr. Sumner endeavored, by every method they could devise, to
awaken in Sheridan a consciousness of those powers which, under all the disadvantages of indolence and
carelessness, it was manifest to them that he possessed. But remonstrance and encouragement were equally
thrown away upon the good- humored but immovable indifference of their pupil; and though there exist
among Mr. One of the most valuable acquisitions he derived from Harrow was that friendship, which lasted
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throughout his life, with Dr. Parr,â€”which mutual admiration very early began, and the "idem sentire de re
publica" of course not a little strengthened. There was little in his boyhood worth communication. He was
inferior to many of his school-fellows in the ordinary business of a school, and I do not remember any one
instance in which he distinguished himself by Latin or English composition, in prose or verse. It will be seen,
however, though Dr. Parr was not aware of the circumstance, that Sheridan did try his talent at English verse
before he left Harrow. Richard Archdall, another school-fellow, excelled in English verse. Richard Sheridan
aspired to no rivalry with either of them. He was at the uppermost part of the fifth form, but he never reached
the sixth, and, if I mistake not, he had no opportunity of attending the most difficult and the most honorable of
school business, when the Greek plays were taughtâ€”and it was the custom at Harrow to teach these at least
every year. He went through his lessons in Horace, and Virgil, and Homer well enough for a time. But, in the
absence of the upper master, Doctor Sumner, it once fell in my way to instruct the two upper forms, and upon
calling up Dick Sheridan, I found him not only slovenly in construing, but unusually defective in his Greek
grammar. Knowing him to be a clever fellow, I did not fail to probe and to tease him. I stated his case with
great good-humor to the upper master, who was one of the best tempered men in the world; and it was agreed
between us, that Richard should be called oftener and worked more severely. While this tormenting process
was inflicted upon him, I now and then upbraided him. But you will take notice that he did not incur any
corporal punishment for his idleness: All the while Sumner and I saw in him vestiges of a superior intellect.
His eye, his countenance, his general manner, were striking. His answers to any common question were
prompt and acute. We knew the esteem, and even admiration, which, somehow or other, all his school-fellows
felt for him. He was mischievous enough, but his pranks were accompanied by a sort of vivacity and
cheerfulness, which delighted Sumner and myself. I had much talk with him about his apple-loft, for the
supply of which all the gardens in the neighborhood were taxed, and some of the lower boys were employed to
furnish it. I threatened, but without asperity, to trace the depredators, through his associates, up to their leader.
He with perfect good-humor set me at defiance, and I never could bring the charge home to him. All boys and
all masters were pleased with him. I often praised him as a lad of great talents,â€”often exhorted him to use
them well; but my exhortations were fruitless. I take for granted that his taste was silently improved, and that
he knew well the little which he did know. He was removed from school too soon by his father, who was the
intimate friend of Sumner, and whom I often met at his house. Sumner had a fine voice, fine ear, fine taste,
and, therefore, pronunciation was frequently the favorite subject between him and Tom Sheridan. I was
present at many of their discussions and disputes, and sometimes took a very active part in them,â€”but
Richard was not present. The father, you know, was a wrong-headed, whimsical man, and, perhaps, his scanty
circumstances were one of the reasons which prevented him from sending Richard to the University. I ought to
have told you that Richard, when a boy, was a great reader of English poetry; but his exercises afforded no
proof of his proficiency. In truth, he, as a boy, was quite careless about literary fame. I should suppose that his
father, without any regular system, polished his taste, and supplied his memory with anecdotes about our best
writers in our Augustan age. The grandfather, you know, lived familiarly with Swift. I have heard of him, as
an excellent scholar. His boys in Ireland once performed a Greek play, and when Sir William Jones and I were
talking over this event, I determined to make the experiment in England. I selected some of my best boys, and
they performed the Oedipus Tyrannus, and the Trachinians of Sophocles. I wrote some Greek Iambics to
vindicate myself from the imputation of singularity, and grieved I am that I did not keep a copy of them.
Milton, you may remember, recommends what I attempted. I respected him,â€”he really liked me, and did me
some important services,â€”but I never met him and Richard together. But the statement is incorrect. We both
of us discovered talents, which neither of us could bring into action while Sheridan was a school-boy. He gave
us few opportunities of praise in the course of his school business, and yet he was well aware that we thought
highly of him, and anxiously wished more to be done by him than he was disposed to do. Both her virtues and
her genius were highly esteemed by Robert Sumner. I know not whether Tom Sheridan found Richard
tractable in the art of speaking,â€” and, upon such a subject, indolence or indifference would have been
resented by the father as crimes quite inexpiable. Nonebut the brave, None but thebrave, Nonebutthe brave
deserve the fair. Whatever may have been the zeal or the proficiency of the sister, naughty Richard, like
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Gallio, seemed to care naught for these things. He spoke copiously and powerfully about Cicero. He had read,
and he had understood, the four orations of Demosthenes, read and taught in our public schools. He was at
home in Virgil and in Horace. I cannot speak positively about Homer,â€”but I am very sure that he read the
Iliad now and then; not as a professed scholar would do, critically, but with all the strong sympathies of a poet
reading a poet. Parr, that the extent of his classical acquirements was so great as is here represented, and to
have thus impressed with the idea of his remembering so much, the person who best knew how little he had
learned. The sources of his infirmities were a scanty and precarious allowance from the father, the want of a
regular plan for some profession, and, above all, the act of throwing him upon the town, when he ought to
have been pursuing his studies at the University. He would have done little among mathematicians at
Cambridge;â€”he would have been a rake, or an idler, or a trifler, at Dublin;â€”but I am inclined to think that
at Oxford he would have become an excellent scholar. I am very solicitous for justice to be done to Robert
Sumner. He is one of the six or seven persons among my own acquaintance whose taste I am accustomed to
consider perfect, and, were he living, his admirationâ€¦. The remainder of the letter relates to other subjects.
Sheridan died â€”leaving behind her that best kind of fame, which results from a life of usefulness and purity,
and which it requires not the aid of art or eloquence to blazon. She appears to have been one of those rare
women, who, united to men of more pretensions, but less real intellect than themselves, meekly conceal this
superiority even from their own hearts, and pass their lives without remonstrance or murmur, in gently
endeavoring to repair those evils which the indiscretion or vanity of their partners has brought upon them. As
a supplement to the interesting communication of Dr. Parr, I shall here subjoin an extract from a letter which
the eldest sister of Sheridan, Mrs. Lefanu, wrote a few months after his death to Mrs. Sheridan, in consequence
of a wish expressed by the latter that Mrs. Lefanu would communicate such particulars as she remembered of
his early days. It will show, too, the feeling which his natural good qualities, in spite of the errors by which
they were obscured and weakened, kept alive to the last, in the hearts of those connected with him, that sort of
retrospective affection, which, when those whom we have loved become altered, whether in mind or person,
brings the recollection of what they once were, to mingle with and soften our impression of what they are.
After giving an account of the residence of the family in France, she continues: I saw him; and my childish
attachment revived with double force. He was handsome, not merely in the eyes of a partial sister, but
generally allowed to be so. His cheeks had the glow of health; his eyes,â€”the finest in the world,â€” the
brilliancy of genius, and were soft as a tender and affectionate heart could render them. The same playful
fancy, the same sterling and innoxious wit, that was shown afterwards in his writings, cheered and delighted
the family circle. I admiredâ€”I almost adored him. I would most willingly have sacrificed my life for him, as
I, in some measure, proved to him at Bath, where we resided for some time, and where events that you must
have heard of engaged him in a duel. Yet I risked everything, and in the event was made happy by obtaining
forgiveness for my brotherâ€¦. You may perceive, dear sister, that very little indeed have I to say on a subject
so near your heart, and near mine also. That for years I lost sight of a brother whom I loved with unabated
affectionâ€”a love that neither absence nor neglect could chillâ€”I always consider as a great misfortune. Here
the two brothers for some time received private tuition from Mr.
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They were born and reared in the County Cavan, Ireland, where from early manhood my father had tilled a
leasehold on the estate of Cherrymoult; and the sale of this leasehold provided him with means to seek a new
home across the sea. Before leaving Ireland they had two children, and on the 6th of March, , the year after
their arrival in this country, I was born, in Albany, N. The prospects for gaining a livelihood in Albany did not
meet the expectations which my parents had been led to entertain, so in they removed to the West, to establish
themselves in the village of Somerset, in Perry County, Ohio, which section, in the earliest days of the State;
had been colonized from Pennsylvania and Maryland. At this period the great public works of the
Northwest--the canals and macadamized roads, a result of clamor for internal improvements--were in course
of construction, and my father turned his attention to them, believing that they offered opportunities for a
successful occupation. Encouraged by a civil engineer named Bassett, who had taken a fancy to him, he put in
bids for a small contract on the Cumberland Road, known as the "National Road," which was then being
extended west from the Ohio River. A little success in this first enterprise led him to take up contracting as a
business, which he followed on various canals and macadamized roads then building in different parts of the
State of Ohio, with some good fortune for awhile, but in what little means he had saved were swallowed up
--in bankruptcy, caused by the failure of the Sciota and Hocking Valley Railroad Company, for which he was
fulfilling a contract at the time, and this disaster left him finally only a small farm, just outside the village of
Somerset, where he dwelt until his death in When old enough I was sent to the village school, which was
taught by an old-time Irish "master"--one of those itinerant dominies of the early frontier--who, holding that to
spare the rod was to spoil the child, if unable to detect the real culprit when any offense had been committed,
would consistently apply the switch to the whole school without discrimination. It must be conceded that by
this means he never failed to catch the guilty mischief-maker. The school-year was divided into terms of three
months, the teacher being paid in each term a certain sum--three dollars, I think, for each pupil-and having an
additional perquisite in the privilege of boarding around at his option in the different families to which his
scholars belonged. This feature was more than acceptable to the parents at times, for how else could they so
thoroughly learn all the neighborhood gossip? But the pupils were in almost unanimous opposition, because
Mr. Such at least was my experience more than once, for Mr. This was all the education then bestowed upon
me, and this--with the exception of progressing in some of these branches by voluntary study, and by practical
application in others, supplemented by a few months of preparation after receiving my appointment as a
cadet--was the extent of my learning on entering the Military Academy. When about fourteen years old I
began to do something for myself; Mr. John Talbot, who kept a country store in the village, employing me to
deal out sugar, coffee, and calico to his customers at the munificent salary of twenty-four dollars a year. Talbot
my services began to be sought by, others, and a Mr. David Whitehead secured them by the offer of sixty
dollars a year--Talbot refusing to increase my pay, but not objecting to my advancement. A few months later,
before my year was up, another chance to increase my salary came about; Mr. I laid the matter before Mr.
Whitehead, and he frankly advised me to accept, though he cautioned me that I might regret it, adding that he
was afraid Henry referring to Mr. Dittoe "had too many irons in the fire. I am glad to say, however, that his
failure was an exceptionally honest one, and due more to the fact that he was in advance of his surroundings
than to any other cause. From the time I ceased to attend school my employment had necessitated, to a certain
degree, the application of what I had learned there, and this practical instruction I reinforced somewhat by
doing considerable reading in a general way, until ultimately I became quite a local authority in history, being
frequently chosen as arbiter in discussions and disputes that arose in the store. The Mexican War, then going
on, furnished, of course, a never-ending theme for controversy, and although I was too young to enter the
military service when volunteers were mustering in our section, yet the stirring events of the times so much
impressed and absorbed me that my sole wish was to become a soldier, and my highest aspiration to go to
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West Point as a Cadet from my Congressional district. My chances for this seemed very remote, however, till
one day an opportunity was thrown in my way by the boy who then held the place failing to pass his
examination. When I learned that by this occurrence a vacancy existed, I wrote to our representative in
Congress, the Hon. He responded promptly by enclosing my warrant for the class of ; so, notwithstanding the
many romances that have been published about the matter, to Mr. Ritchey, and to him alone, is due all the
credit--if my career justifies that term--of putting me in the United States Army. At once I set about preparing
for the examination which precedes admission to the Military Academy, studying zealously under the
direction of Mr. William Clark; my old teachers, McNanly and Thorn, having disappeared from Somerset and
sought new fields of usefulness. The intervening months passed rapidly away, and I fear that I did not make
much progress, yet I thought I should be able to pass the preliminary examination. That which was to follow
worried me more and gave me many sleepless nights; but these would have been less in number, I fully
believe, had it not been for one specification of my, outfit which the circular that accompanied my
appointment demanded. This requirement was a pair of "Monroe shoes. On the steamer I fell in with another
appointee en route to the academy, David S. Stanley, also from Ohio; and when our acquaintanceship had
ripened somewhat, and we had begun to repose confidence in each other, I found out that he had no "Monroe
shoes," so I deemed myself just that much ahead of my companion, although my shoes might not conform
exactly to the regulations in Eastern style and finish. Here I spent a few days, till Stanley reached Albany,
when we journeyed together down the river to West Point. The examination began a few days after our arrival,
and I soon found myself admitted to the Corps of Cadets, to date from July 1, , in a class composed of
sixty-three members, many of whom--for example, Stanley, Slocum, Woods, Kautz, and Crook- -became
prominent generals in later years, and commanded divisions, corps, and armies in the war of the rebellion.
Quickly following my admission I was broken in by a course of hazing, with many of the approved methods
that the Cadets had handed down from year to year since the Academy was founded; still, I escaped excessive
persecution, although there were in my day many occurrences so extreme as to call forth condemnation and an
endeavor to suppress the senseless custom, which an improved civilization has now about eradicated, not only
at West Point, but at other colleges. Although I had met the Academic board and come off with fair success,
yet I knew so little of Algebra or any of the higher branches of mathematics that during my first six months at
the Academy I was discouraged by many misgivings as to the future, for I speedily learned that at the January
examination the class would have to stand a test much severer than that which had been applied to it on
entering. I resolved to try hard, however, and, besides, good fortune gave me for a room-mate a Cadet whose
education was more advanced than mine, and whose studious habits and willingness to aid others benefited me
immensely. This room-mate was Henry W. Slocum, since so signally distinguished in both military and civil
capacities as to win for his name a proud place in the annals of his country. After taps--that is, when by the
regulations of the Academy all the lights were supposed to be extinguished, and everybody in bed--Slocum
and I would hang a blanket over the one window of our room and continue our studies--he guiding me around
scores of stumbling-blocks in Algebra and elucidating many knotty points in other branches of the course with
which I was unfamiliar. On account of this association I went up before the Board in January with less
uneasiness than otherwise would have been the case, and passed the examination fairly well. When it was
over, a self-confidence in my capacity was established that had not existed hitherto, and at each succeeding
examination I gained a little in order of merit till my furlough summer came round--that is, when I was half
through the four-year course. My furlough in July and August, , was spent at my home in Ohio, with the
exception of a visit or two to other Cadets on furlough in the State, and at the close of my leave I returned to
the Academy in the full expectation of graduating with my class in A quarrel of a belligerent character in
September, ,, with Cadet William R. Terrill, put an end to this anticipation, however, and threw me back into
the class which graduated in Terrill was a Cadet Sergeant, and, while my company was forming for parade,
having, given me an order, in what I considered an improper tone, to "dress" in a certain direction, when I
believed I was accurately dressed, I fancied I had a grievance, and made toward him with a lowered bayonet,
but my better judgment recalled me before actual contact could take place. Of course Terrill reported me for
this, and my ire was so inflamed by his action that when we next met I attacked him, and a fisticuff
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engagement in front of barracks followed, which was stopped by an officer appearing on the scene. Each of us
handed in an explanation, but mine was unsatisfactory to the authorities, for I had to admit that I was the
assaulting party, and the result was that I was suspended by the Secretary of War, Mr. Conrad, till August 28,
the Superintendent of the Academy, Captain Brewerton, being induced to recommend this milder course, he
said, by my previous good conduct. At the time I thought, of course, my suspension a very unfair punishment,
that my conduct was justifiable and the authorities of the Academy all wrong, but riper experience has led me
to a different conclusion, and as I look back, though the mortification I then endured was deep and trying, I am
convinced that it was hardly as much as I deserved for such an outrageous breach of discipline. Our renewed
friendship was not destined to be of long duration, I am sorry to say, for a few days later, in the battle of
Perryville, while gallantly fighting for his country, poor Terrill was killed. My suspension necessitated my
leaving the Academy, and I returned home in the fall of , much crestfallen. Fortunately, my good friend Henry
Dittoe again gave me employment in keeping the books of his establishment, and this occupation of my time
made the nine months which were to elapse before I could go back to West Point pass much more agreeably
than they would have done had I been idle. In August, , I joined the first class at the Academy in accordance
with the order of the War Department, taking my place at the foot of the class and graduating with it the
succeeding June, number thirty- four in a membership of fifty-two. At the head of this class graduated James
B. McPherson, who was killed in the Atlanta campaign while commanding the Army of the Tennessee. It also
contained such men as John M. Schofield, who commanded the Army of the Ohio; Joshua W. Sill, killed as a
brigadier in the battle of Stone River; and many others who, in the war of the rebellion, on one side or the
other, rose to prominence, General John B. Hood being the most distinguished member of the class among the
Confederates. At the close of the final examination I made no formal application for assignment to any
particular arm of the service, for I knew that my standing would not entitle me to one of the existing
vacancies, and that I should be obliged to take a place among the brevet second lieutenants. When the
appointments were made I therefore found myself attached to the First Infantry, well pleased that I had
surmounted all the difficulties that confront the student at our national school, and looking forward with
pleasant anticipation to the life before me. The company to which I was attached was quartered at Fort
Duncan, a military post on the Rio Grande opposite the little town of Piedras Negras, on the boundary line
between the United States and the Republic of Mexico. After the usual leave of three months following
graduation from the Military Academy I was assigned to temporary duty at Newport Barracks, a recruiting
station and rendezvous for the assignment of young officers preparatory to joining their regiments. Smith, who
was commanding the Department of Texas. Here I met some of my old friends from the Military Academy,
among them Lieutenant Alfred Gibbs, who in the last year of the rebellion commanded under me a brigade of
cavalry, and Lieutenant Jerome Napoleon Bonaparte, of the Mounted Rifles, who resigned in to accept service
in the French Imperial army, but to most of those about headquarters I was an entire stranger. There being no
other means of reaching my station I put my small personal possessions, consisting of a trunk, mattress, two
blankets, and a pillow into one of the heavily loaded wagons and proceeded to join it, sitting on the boxes or
bags of coffee and sugar, as I might choose. The movement of the train was very slow, as the soil was soft on
the newly made and sandy roads. There being no comfortable place to sleep in any of the wagons, filled as
they were to the bows with army supplies, I spread my blankets on the ground between the wheels of one of
them, and awoke in the morning feeling as fresh and bright as would have been possible if all the comforts of
civilization had been at my command. It took our lumbering train many days to reach Laredo, a distance of
about one hundred and sixty miles from Corpus Christi. The bands of wild horses I noticed were sometimes
led by mules, but generally by stallions with long wavy manes, and flowing tails which almost touched the
ground. We arrived at Laredo during one of those severe storms incident to that section, which are termed
"Northers" from the fact that the north winds culminate occasionally in cold windstorms, frequently preceded
by heavy rains. Generally the blow lasts for three days, and the cold becomes intense and piercing. While the
sudden depression of the temperature is most disagreeable, and often causes great suffering, it is claimed that
these "Northers" make the climate more healthy and endurable. They occur from October to May, and in
addition to the destruction which, through the sudden depression of the temperature, they bring on the herds in
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the interior, they are often of sufficient violence to greatly injure the harbors on the coast. The post near
Laredo was called Fort McIntosh, and at this period the troops stationed there consisted of eight companies of
the Fifth Infantry and two of the First, one of the First Artillery, and three of the Mounted Rifles. Just before
the "Norther" began these troops had completed a redoubt for the defense of the post, with the exception of the
ditches, but as the parapet was built of sand--the only material about Laredo which could be obtained for its
construction--the severity of the winds was too much for such a shifting substance, and the work was entirely
blown away early in the storm. I was pleasantly and hospitably welcomed by the officers at the post, all of
whom were living in tents, with no furniture except a cot and trunk, and an improvised bed for a stranger,
when one happened to come along. After I had been kindly taken in by one of the younger officers, I reported
to the commanding officer, and was informed by him that he would direct the quartermaster to furnish me, as
soon as convenient, with transportation to Fort Duncan, the station of my company. In the course of a day or
two, the quartermaster notified me that a Government six-mule wagon would be placed at my disposal to
proceed to my destination. I reached Fort Duncan in March, McLean, and his charming wife the only
daughter of General E. Sumner, who was already distinguished in our service, but much better known in after
years in the operations ofthe Army of the Potomac, during its early campaigns in Virginia. Shortly after
joining company "D" I was sent out on scouting duty with another company of the regiment to Camp La Pena,
about sixty or seventy miles east of Fort Duncan, in a section of country that had for some time past been
subjected to raids by the Lipan and Comanche Indians. Ournoutpost at La Pena was intended as a protection
against the predatory incursions of these savages, so almost constant scouting became a daily occupation. This
enabled me soon to become familiar with and make maps of the surrounding country, and, through constant
association with our Mexican guide, to pick up in a short time quite a smattering of the Spanish language,
which was very useful to one serving on that frontier. At that early day western Texas was literally filled with
game, and the region in the immediate vicinity of La Pena contained its full proportion of deer, antelope, and
wild turkeys. The temptation to hunt was therefore constantly before me, and a desire to indulge in this
pastime, whenever free from the legitimate duty of the camp, soon took complete possession of me, so
expeditions in pursuit of game were of frequent occurrence. In these expeditions I was always accompanied by
a soldier named Frankman, belonging to "D" company, who was a fine sportsman, and a butcher by trade. In a
short period I learned from Frankman how to approach and secure the different species of game, and also how
to dress and care for it when killed. Almost every expedition we made was rewarded with a good supply of
deer, antelope, and wild turkeys, and we furnished the command in camp with such abundance that it was
relieved from the necessity of drawing its beef ration, much to the discomfiture of the disgruntled beef
contractor. The camp at La Pena was on sandy ground, unpleasant for men and animals, and by my advice it
was moved to La Pendencia, not far from Lake Espantosa. Before removal from our old location, however,
early one bright morning Frankman and I started on one of our customary expeditions, going down La Pena
Creek to a small creek, at the head of which we had established a hunting rendezvous. After proceeding along
the stream for three or four miles we saw a column of smoke on the prairie, and supposing it arose from a
camp of Mexican rancheros catching wild horses or wild cattle, and even wild mules, which were very
numerous in that section of country along the Nueces River, we thought we would join the party and see how
much success they were having, and observe the methods employed in this laborious and sometimes
dangerous vocation. With this object in view, we continued on until we found it necessary to cross to the other
side of the creek to reach the point indicated by the smoke. Van Buren, of the Mounted Rifle regiment, came
in with a small command, and reported that he was out in pursuit of a band of Comanche Indians, which had
been committing depredations up about Fort Clark, but that he had lost the trail.
4: The Lives of the Sheridans
The Lives Of The Sheridans, Volume 1 [Percy Hetherington Fitzgerald] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. This is a reproduction of a book published before
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5: Thomas Sheridan: used books, rare books and new books (page 6) @ www.enganchecubano.com
Up to 90% off Textbooks at Amazon Canada. Plus, free two-day shipping for six months when you sign up for Amazon
Prime for Students.

6: EN Student Life | Sheridan College (Ontario) | Scorecard | Institutions | AASHE STARS
Buy The Lives of the Sheridans V1 by Percy Fitzgerald (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and
free delivery on eligible orders.

7: Banishing God - Centre for Public Christianity
The Lives of the Sheridans: Volume 1 - Ebook written by Percy Hetherington Fitzgerald. Read this book using Google
Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS devices. Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while
you read The Lives of the Sheridans: Volume 1.

8: - Memoirs Of The Life Of Right Honorable Richard Brinsley Sheridan V1 by Thomas Moore
The lives of the Sheridans.. [Percy Fitzgerald] -- The Sheridan family of Ireland between the s and the late s, including
those living in England and Scotland at various times. Many of the family were notable actors and actresses.

9: Thomas Moore Books - Biography and List of Works - Author of 'A Handbook Of British Ferns'
Richard Brinsley [Footnote: He was christened also by the name of Butler, after the Earl of Lanesborough.] Sheridan
was born in the month of September, , at No. 12, Dorset Street, Dublin, and baptized in St. Mary's Church, as appears
by the register of the parish, on the fourth of the following month.
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